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Real fur is a popular material in the garment industry, but 

this beautiful element in fashion is based on the suffering 

of animals. More people are becoming aware of how real 

fur is unnecessary for making fashion statements, and 

that the fur industry also causes many environmental 

and health problems. Additionally, protecting animals has 

become a trend around the glove, with people more often 

viewing the killing animals for beauty purposes as inhu-

mane. Many organizations, like PETA, The Human Society, 

and FurFree Alliances, have begun to release media to 

educate people about the cruelty of the fur industry, as 

well as how the chemicals on real fur may cause cancer 

or eczema.

Hsuan Ling noticed this issue when she was an under-

graduate student in fashion design. She went to a fabric 

market to buy materials for her final project when she 

saw a fur vendor selling real fox fur. It was a whole fox fur, 

so she could see the fox’s legs and the holes where its 

eyes should have been. This was the original shape of the 

fox fur before it was used for making the fur coat, which 

was usually made up of at least 20 such pieces. In that 

moment, Hsuan Ling started to think about why people 

killed so many animals to make garments. She felt that it 

was not fair to these fur-bearing animals, and that was the 

reason for her to choose this topic for her thesis project.

#Foreground
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In the fashion industry, various types of fur are used for 

garments to present design and beauty. There are more 

than 40 species of animals killed for fur, and the fur indus-

try is cruel, inhumane, and pollutes the environments. 

Compared to the past, people have more choices to look 

fashionable instead of hurting animals and the envi-

ronment, like alternative fur, varied eco-materials, and 

sustainable fabric. The awareness of protecting animals 

has become a trend in fashion. More and more famous 

fashion brands have announced they will stop using real 

fur for their products. Some small brands also produce 

alternative fur for garments. They just need a channel to 

promote their products and let more people know they 

have more choices. Both kinds of brands have an opportu-

nity to show people that real fur is unnecessary in fashion. 

This book will discuss the problems in the fashion industry 

and which strategies can be used to overcome them.

#Fashion #FurGarment #PromoteBeauty

Being socially responsible is one of Gucci’s core values, and 
we will continue to strive to do better for the environment 
and animals. With the help of HSUS and LAV, Gucci is  
excited to take this next step and hopes it will help inspire 
innovation and raise awareness, changing the luxury 
fashion industry for the better.

—Marco Bizzarri, Gucci’s President & CEO

#Background

07
The Problem Space 
#Fashion #FurGarment #PromoteBeauty

08
Current Media Press 
#NewTrend #MediaPress #FurFreeFashion  
#Organizations #AnimalWelfare

The Problem Space
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In the fashion industry, various types of fur are used for 

garments to present design and beauty. There are more 

than 40 species of animals killed for fur, and the fur 

industry is cruel, inhumane, and pollutes the environ-

ments. Compared to the past, people have more choices 

to look fashionable instead of hurting animals and the 

environment, like alternative fur, varied eco-materials, and 

sustainable fabric. The awareness of protecting animals 

has become a trend in fashion. More and more famous 

fashion brands have announced they will stop using real 

fur for their products. Some small brands also produce 

alternative fur for garments. They just need a channel to 

promote their products and let more people know they 

have more choices. Both kinds of brands have an opportu-

nity to show people that real fur is unnecessary in fashion. 

This book will discuss the problems in the fashion industry 

and which strategies can be used to overcome them.

#NewTrend #MediaPress #FurFreeFashion #Organizations  

#AnimalWelfare

Animal Welfare Organizations 

/Peta /Fur Free Alliance /Four Paws  

/Humane Society International 

/Born Free Foundation /Open Cages 

/Ecoetika /GAIA /EcoVeg Animals 

/CAAI /Fur-bearer Defenders 

/ACTAsia /Animal Friends Croatia 

/Anima /Respect for Animals 

/Humane Society of the United States

Fur-free Fashion Brands 

/Prada /3.1 Phillip Lim /Coach /DVF 

/Gucci /Michael Kors /Jimmy Choo 

/Donatella Versace /Donna Karan 

/Maison Margiela /Calvin Klein 

/Stella McCartney /Tommy Hilfiger 

/Giorgio Armani /Yoox Net-a-Porter 

/Ralph Lauren /Vivienne Westwood 

/The Kooples /Hugo Boss

Fashion Media mentions Fur-free News 

/Vogue /Elle /i-D /Bazzar /Glamour 

/Fashionista

Current Media Press
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Saks Fifth Avenue

41% 52% 100%

Neiman Marcus Haute Acorn

Women’s Clothing Handbag Beauty Kids

Shoes Accessories Men Home

I picked department stores’ online stores and a real fur 

garment store to show the real fur garments market. 

Based on the number of real fur garments, we can see 

women’s clothing is the biggest department which is 

selling real fur garments. The categories of the fur include 

mink, fox, rabbit, chinchilla,etc. For example, Saks Fifth 

Avenue is a department store in San Francisco. From their 

online store, the women’s clothing is 41 percent of their 

real fur products. In one season, there were 848 products 

that used real fur as a material. Of this, 348 results were 

women’s apparel. Another department store, Neiman 

Marcus, had a similar result. There were 952 real fur prod-

ucts in their online shop, and 494 products came from 

women’s clothing.

According to this data, women are the main consumers of 

real fur in the fashion industry.

#FashionIndustry #FurIndustry #FurTrade

The Proportion of Real Fur Products in The Online Real Fur Stores

#Research

11
The Real Fur Market 
#FashionIndustry #FurIndustry #FurTrade

18
Problems 
#Inhumane #PromoteBeauty #ToxicProcess  
#Pollutions #HealthProblems

38
Fur-Free Brands 
#FashionBrands #Manufacturer #FurFree 
#AnimalFriendly #EcoFriendly #Sustainable 
#PlantBasedFur

46
Defining Personas 
#Personas #TargetAudience #UserJourney

56
Focus Group & Discussion 
#FocusGroup #FurBearingAnimals #FurFarm 
#FashionIndustry

The Real Fur Market
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Saks Fifth Avenue(department store) 
Saks Fifth Avenue was the brainchild of Horace Saks and 

Bernard Gimbel, who operated independent retail stores 

on New York’s 34th Street at Herald Square in the early 

1900s. Their dream was to construct a unique specialty 

store that would become synonymous with fashionable, 

gracious living.

The combined financial input of these great merchant 

families led to the purchase of a site between 49th and 

50th Streets on upper Fifth Avenue, then jointly occupied 

by the Democratic Club and the Buckingham Hotel. With 

the opening of its founders’ “dream store” on September 

15, 1924, Saks Fifth Avenue became the first large retail 

operation to locate in what was then primarily a residen-

tial district. Saks Fifth Avenue today is renowned for its 

superlative selling services and merchandise offerings. 

The best of European and American designers for men 

and women are sold throughout its 39 stores servicing 

customers in 22 states.

Website/saksfifthavenue.com 

Location/384 Post Street, San Francisco, CA, 94108

Neiman Marcus(department store) 
Four luxury retailers—Neiman Marcus, Bergdorf 

Goodman, Last Call and Horchow — make up the Neiman 

Marcus Group. In addition to their websites and catalogs, 

they have 43 Neiman Marcus stores across the United 

States, two Bergdorf Goodman stores in Manhattan and 

22 Last Call locations.

Website/neimanmarcus.com 

Location in San Francisco/150 Stockton Street San 

Francisco, CA  94108 
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Consumer Reviews

Based on the fur market, I noticed most of the custom-

ers were women over 35 years old. The screenshot below 

comes from Saks Fifth Avenue and Neiman Marcus’s 

website. The Haute Acorn doesn’t have a customer 

review system.

This data helps me target the kinds of people to which I 

can promote a fur-free lifestyle.

Haute Acorn(online store) 
Haute acorn online fur store is based in Greece and is 

online since May 2016.  They represent a long history of 

furriers based in North Greece (Kastoria)  and they ship 

their fur products worldwide.

Based on their website, all their garments in their 

store are made of 100% real fur. Their partners include 

Auctions in the U.S. (ALC), Canada (NAFA), Denmark 

(KOPENHAGEN FUR AUCTION), Finland (SAGA FURS OYJ) and 

Saint Petersburg (SOJUZPUSHNINA). Materials used for 

their products include farmed mink, fox, chinchilla and 

swakara, as well as wild mink, sable, and lynx.

Website/hauteacorn.com 

Office Location/Thessalonikis 17, Kozani 541 00

Reviews from Saks Fifth Avenue

Reviews from Saks Fifth Avenue

Reviews from Neiman Marcus’s
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Real Fur Garments’ Prices

Real fur garments are expensive and luxury products in 

the fashion industry. The price is based on the types of 

fur-bearing animals, size, covered area of fur, and dress 

length. Compared to similar products, a real fur coat 

usually costs more than $1,000, and can sometimes be 

even more than $10,000. 

At the fabric market I’ve attended, there has been a fur 

vendor with some white fox pelts. I asked the owner how 

much one pelt was, and she told me it was based on the 

size. The one I pointed out was 30,000 Taiwanese dollars, 

which is almost $1,000 USD for one pelt.

In light of the research, one fur coat is usually made with 

more than 10 pelts. It’s obvious to see, then, why real 

fur garments are so expensive. Another reason is the 

complicated process to make a coat. In the fur industry, 

several chemicals are used to preserve the animal’s fur, 

and these chemicals are quite expensive.

The price of real fur garments determines the types of 

customers that will buy them. In other words, these cus-

tomers need to have enough economic ability to buy them.
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There are three main problems with this sector of the 

fashion industry, which include the inhumane fur-making 

process, the unnecessary materials to promote beauty in 

the fashion industry, and the toxic process that hurts the 

environment and human health. Animal welfare organiza-

tions and new brands producing alternative fur products 

have reports regarding each of these three points. I’ll 

introduce the research one by one in the following pages.

#Inhumane #PromoteBeauty #ToxicProcess  

#Pollutions #HealthProblems

Problems
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Fact/01 Fur Farming

Almost 100 million animals are fed and killed for their fur 

each year. Most of the fur in the fur market comes from 

farmed fur-bearing animals, like minks, foxes, raccoons, 

rabbits, and chinchillas. These animals live in dark and 

tight cages that don’t have natural sunlight or enough 

space to move around. Some of them even develop men-

tal problems and try to hurt themselves. 

In order to preserve fur, animals on fur farms are killed 

inhumanely. For example, farm staff use gassing and 

head-to-tail electrocution to get animals’ fur. This is 

especially true for foxes and raccoons, which are normally 

electrocuted through their mouth and anus, which poten-

tially inflicts serious suffering on the animals.
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Fact/02 Trapping

Over 5 million wild animals, including coyotes, foxes, and 

lynx, are caught and killed by traps every year in the 

United States, Canada, and Russia. Trapping also occurs 

in other countries on a smaller scale. 

Traps do not distinguish between different types of 

animals. They just catch the first animal that steps into 

them. Many dogs, cats, deer, birds, and other animals, 

even threatened and endangered species, are also hurt 

and killed in these traps. In addition, trappers refer to 

these animals as ‘trash.’

Trappers typically check traps once every 24 hours to 

once every 14 days. During this time, the trapped animals 

can’t fend off predators. 

Wild traps are designed to crush animals in a vice-like 

grip rather than kill them. Before trappers return, most 

animals die trying to free themselves, which induces 

long-term suffering. These animals become desperate, 

and they will start to chew or pull out their own trapped 

limb to escape. During this process, they may break 

teeth or bones. Some may die from blood loss or shock, 

or they may even starve. If the animal is not dead when 

the trapper finally returns, the animal is bludgeoned, 

choked, or stomped to death to avoid damaging the pelt.

More than 100 countries, including Europe and China, 

have disallowed the use of the steel-jaw leghold trap. In the 

United States, however, steel-jaw traps are not only legal, 

they are the go-to tool for trappers who capture and kill 

millions of wild animals a year for the global fur market.
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Fact/03 Alternatives

As the technique of the textile industry is developing, it’s 

possible to find alternative fur products in the fashion 

market. More and more leaders of fashion brands made 

decisions to support animal rights. For example, Donatella 

Versace said, “I don’t want to kill animals to make fashion,” 

and the CEO of Gucci, Marco Bizzarri, also stated, “With 

the help of HSUS [Humane Society of the United States] 

and LAV [an Italian animal rights organization], Gucci is 

excited to take this next step and hopes it will help inspire 

innovation and raise awareness, changing the luxury fash-

ion industry for the better.” 

There’s no need to sacrifice animals to build fashion. This 

concept has become a new trend. Some new brands also 

produce sustainable fur or plant-based fur to reach this 

goal. Customers would be able to have other options to 

get animal-friendly garments.

Fur-Free Luxury fashion brands 

/Armani /Bottega Veneta /Burberry  

/Calvin Klein /Gucci /Hugo Boss  

/Kate Spade /Lacoste /Maggie Marilyn  

/Ralph Lauren /Stella McCartney  

/Tommy Hilfiger /Vivenne Westwood  

/Donatella Versace

Fur-Free High-street brands 

/Banana Republic /Esprit /Forever 21  

/GAP /H&M /Jigsaw /Nine West  

/Topshop /Urban Outfters /Zara

Fur-Free Fashion retailers 

/ASOS /David Jones /Mr Porter /Myer  

/Net-a-Porter /Selfridges /The Iconic  

/The Outnet /Yoox

Fur-Free Other fashion brands 

/Abercrombie & Fitch /Converse  

/David Lawrence /Diesel /Guess  

/Juicy Couture /Levi’s /Marcs  

/Nike /Patagonia /Superdry  

/The North Face /HoodLamb  

/Ksenia Schnaider /Ecopel  

PETA certification (vegan fiber) 

/Polartec /PrimaLoft /Plumtech  

/Thermal R /PANGAIA /Nudown  

/3M Thinsulate /Climashield /37.5  

/Aspen Aerogels /DuPont Sorona  

/Grado Zero Espace /Monark Fibre 

/Thermolite /Polarguard /Thermore  

/Ingeo /Bamboo /MicroCloud /Flocus
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The carbon footprint of the production chain of a single piece of 

mink (28 Kg CO2-eqv/pelt) or fox (83 Kg CO2-eqv/pelt) is at the 

same level as the carbon footprint resulting from one to three 

days’s average consumption of a consumer.

Fact/04 Pollutions

There are many ecological problems and risks inherent in 

raising and killing animals on a large scale for consumer 

purposes. Contrary to what the industry claims, fur farms 

are seldom small-scale family-run facilities, but increas-

ingly intensive factory farming systems with high energy 

consumption. Producing feed for the millions of animals 

kept for fur comes with a severe ecological footprint. In 

a 2007 edition of Animal Issues, the Animal Protection 

Institute estimates, “It takes about 3 tonnes of feed to 

produce a single mink coat, and a tonne of feed (2,200 

pounds) to produce one fox fur coat.” 

Energy is consumed at every stage of fur production. 

The energy consumption begins with transporting feed 

to fur farms, or trappers setting and checking their 

traplines, and then shipping the animal pelts to interna-

tional auctions and on to dressers, dyers, manufacturers, 

wholesalers, retailers and finally to the consumer around 

the globe.

The chart on the right page shows how fur farming 

impacts the climate.
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563 Kg Mink Feed

Chicken Offal

Fish Offal

Wheat & Addit ions

(1 Circle = 5 kg)

11.4 Minks

1 Kg Fur

Source: CE Delft Reports

The Fur Production Chain 
The fur chain has been studied from the production of mink 

feed through to the production of 1 kilogram of fur for use 

in the fashion industry. More specifically, here is the mink 

fur production chain:

Mink Feed Production: The feed consists of  

chicken and fish offal, supplemented with wheat 

flour and additives.

Mink Keeping: Mink are bred for seven to eight 

months, after which they are pelted.

Pelting: The pelt is removed from the carcass, 

cleaned and dried.

Auction: The pelt is auctioned to the highest bidder.

Fur Treatment: There’s a process to transform the 

stiff pelt into soft fur (similar to leather process-

ing), which is then ready for further handling in the 

fashion industry.

Transportation: Between all the various phases, 

there is transportation.

To produce 1 kg of fur requires 11.4 mink pelts, which 

equates to more than 11 animals. Over the course of its 

lifetime, one mink eats almost 50 kg of feed (including 

the share of the mother animal), resulting in 563 kg of 

feed per kg of fur. 
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Polluted Process in Fur Producing 
Each mink skinned by fur farmers produces about 40 

pounds of feces in his or her lifetime. That adds up to mil-

lions of pounds of feces produced annually by U.S. mink 

farms alone. When a Washington State mink farm was 

charged with polluting a nearby creek, the fecal coliform 

levels measured in the water were as much as 240 times 

in excess of the legal limit. Over the span of five years, 

studies of lakes and rivers in Nova Scotia found “deg-

radation in water quality to be primarily a result of high 

phosphorus inputs resulting from releases emanating 

from mink farming operations.” According to the World 

Bank, the hazardous process of fur dressing is so prob-

lematic that it is now ranked as one of the world’s five 

worst industries for toxic-metal pollution.” Raising ani-

mals for their fur also pollutes the air. In Denmark, where 

more than 19 million minks are killed for their fur each 

year, more than 8,000 pounds of ammonia is released 

into the atmosphere annually.

One dangerous component of these feces is nearly 1,000 tons 

of phosphorus, which causes eutrophication that can lead to the 

mortality of fish and plants due to lack of oxygen and light.
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Eutrophication 
Phosphorus is a common component of mineral and 

manure fertilizers because it boosts crop yields. However, 

a large portion of phosphorus applied as fertilizer is 

not taken up by plants, and either builds up in the soil or 

washes into rivers, lakes and coastal seas. The results of 

the new study show global human activity emitted 1.47 

teragrams (1.62 million U.S. tons) of phosphorus per year 

into the world’s major freshwater basins, which is four 

times greater than the weight of the Empire State Building.

China contributed 30 percent of the freshwater phos-

phorus load, followed by India at 8 percent and the USA 

at 7 percent.

The largest contribution to the global phosphorus load 

came from domestic sewage at 54 percent, followed by 

agriculture at 38 percent and industry at 8 percent

Eutrophication due to phosphorus pollution causes algal 

blooms, which can lead to the mortality of fish and plants 

due to lack of oxygen and light.
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Ammonia Pollution 
Farming is the main source of ammonia emissions, due 

to the storage and spread of manure, slurry, and artificial 

fertilizers on fields. Ammonia plays a major role in creating 

particulate matter, which is one of the biggest threats to 

people’s health from air pollution, with emissions from 

farms harming the health of people hundreds of miles away.

Emissions from farms outweigh all other human sources of 

fine-particulate air pollution in much of the United States, 

Europe, Russia and China. This is due to the fumes from 

nitrogen-rich fertilizers and animal waste that combine 

in the air with industrial emissions to form solid particles, 

which is a huge source of disease and death. Small air pol-

lution particles can infiltrate deep into the lungs and even 

enter the bloodstream. In elderly people and those with 

underlying illnesses, such as asthma and heart disease, 

they can make heart and breathing problems worse and 

may even result in death.

Source: Ecologist, Ensia, and The Earth Institute

Ammonia (NH3) can combine with volatile organic com-
pounds (VOC), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur dioxide 
in the air to form health-harming small particles (PM2.5).
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Fact/05 Potential Health Problem

Fur is only “natural” when it’s on the animal born with it. 

Once an animal has been slaughtered and skinned, his 

or her fur is treated with a soup of toxic chemicals to 

“convert the putrefactive raw skin into a durable material” 

(i.e., to keep it from rotting in the buyer’s closet). Various 

salts, along with ammonia, formaldehyde, hydrogen 

peroxide, and other chromates and bleaching agents, are 

used to preserve and dye fur. In the process of conserving, 

bleaching and dying pelts, various hazardous chemicals 

are applied. Extensive international research has pointed 

out that toxins in fur pose a serious health risk. High levels 

of chemicals such as formaldehyde and ethoxylates are 

found in most fur trims, which can cause allergies, cancer 

and hormonal imbalance.
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I chose three brands as alternative options for my target 

audience. These include two fashion brands and one 

textile manufacturer. The names of these brands are 

HoodLamb, Ksenia Schnaider, and ECOPEL. They produce 

animal-friendly, eco-friendly, and sustainable garments 

and textiles, especially plant-based fur. They have an 

amazing technique that protects this planet and supports 

animal welfare.

#FashionBrands #Manufacturer #FurFree  

#AnimalFriendly #EcoFriendly #Sustainable  

#PlantBasedFur

Fur-Free Brands
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Brand/01 HoodLamb

As hemp tailors they are committed to leading the 

reemergence of hemp in fashion design. As one of the 

world’s most incredible natural resources, they believe 

hemp is the key to creating truly sustainable fashion  

for the future.

Each HoodLamb garment is created using one of their 

unique hemp fabric blends and combines age old traditions 

of hemp tailoring with a modern approach to style and fit.

Material/Hemp 

Hemp is one of the most environmentally friendly fabrics 

in the world, and has been used throughout the ages for 

many purposes, including textiles, rope, paper, and even 

automobile parts.

As one of the strongest natural fibers on the planet, it is 

also one of the most resource efficient. The farming of 

hemp adds nutrients to the soil, only requires half the 

amount of water than cotton, and needs no herbicides or 

other agricultural chemicals.

Hemp is also the only CO2 negative textile fiber, meaning 

its growth actually reduces carbon emissions in the atmo-

sphere. Because hemp is one of the strongest natural 

fibers in the world, the textile fabrics they derive from it 

are extremely durable. Researchers have found hemp gar-

ments dating back as far as 8,000 BC—a time when hemp 

was already widely available in many forms.

At Hoodlamb, they continue this tradition by creating a 

fashion collection based on the use and innovation of 

hemp textile. As a brand, Hoodlamb consciously says no 

to a throw-away approach to fashion and instead seeks 

to create clothing that lasts.

Hemp has wonderful natural attributes that make it per-

fect for clothing. For example,it is naturally resistant to UV 

rays  and is hypoallergenic. It also breathes in a way that 

makes it comfortable despite outside temperatures.
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Brand/02 Ksenia Schnaider

The designer family duo Ksenia and Anton Schnaider 

began their brand story in 2011. The masterminds behind 

the brand are constantly working hand in hand to create 

fashion pieces combining reworked materials, perfect 

cuts, Eastern European cultural quotes and innovative 

digital concepts.

Material/Cotton 
Cotton has the same quality as conventional cotton but 

not the negative impact on the environment. Organic 

cotton addresses most of the environmental challenges 

which conventional cotton production faces.

It is grown from non-GMO seeds and without the use of 

pesticide, insecticide or fertilizer. Unlike conventional 

cotton, organic farmers use ancestral farming methods to 

preserve the soil, including crop-rotation, mixed farming or 

no-till farming. Organic cotton uses up to 71% less water 

than conventional cotton according to some sources. 

Textile/Demi Denim 

The demi-denim’s distinct silhouette and fabric selec-

tion reflected the very unique and meticulous process 

by which pieces from the label are manufactured. At 

Ksenia Schnaider, the creation of pieces begins with the 

sourcing and purchasing of secondhand denims. After 

a thorough wash and dry, these items are thoughtfully 

deconstructed and cut into a new shape. Some of the 

needlework is preserved to contrast newer stitch details. 

The edges of the newly reworked pieces are left with 

the frayed finish. It is a design detail that has become a 

brand trademark.
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Brand/03 ECOPEL

Long an advocate for innovation, and committed to 

environmental protection and corporate social responsi-

bility, ECOPEL aims to make a difference in the textile and 

apparel industry and wants to add its positive contribu-

tion to the way fashion is created. ECOPEL is a global faux 

fur textile and apparel manufacturer with a vertically inte-

grated supply chain that covers both fabric and garments, 

and a workforce of 950 people, with manufacturing 

facilities in China and sales offices servicing markets all 

around the world.

ECOPEL is a global faux fur textile and apparel manufacturer 

that straddles from fabric to garments with a vertically 

integrated supply chain and sales offices servicing mar-

kets all around the world.

Material/Recycled Water Bottles 
Around 8 million tons of plastic winds up in oceans and 

landfills each year—91 percent of which is not recycled. 

Clothing is a major culprit, as 63 percent is made from 

the ubiquitous material, much of which by way of the fast 

fashion industry. ECOPEL, fortunately, has created a new 

faux fur material from recycled plastic bottles.

Textile/Faux Fur (made from recycled bottles) 

The most important strength of faux fur is its life-saving 

power, as it protects millions of animals. When a brand 

switches from real fur to faux, it has the very tangible 

effect of saving a large number of sensitive creatures. As 

a result, faux fur is the ultimate life-friendly fabric.
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Based on the market research, I started to figure out who 

will be my target audience. I think people who may support 

my project will be those who love animals and are maybe 

unsure about using or buying real fur products. With this 

in mind, I separated my target audience according to 

their background and age. Some of them have enough 

economic ability to buy real fur, and some of them may 

be potential customers to buy fur in the future. I analyzed 

these two groups of people and their behavior to help me 

develop the strategies for my project.

#Personas #TargetAudience #UserJourney

Defining Personas
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Initial Personas

Otis

33 years old, volunteer

Otis is a volunteer of Activists for Animals Africa, which 

is an international organization. He takes care of injured 

animals, and educated people about poaching. He loves 

animals and nature. He also hopes he can do his best to 

avoid humans hurting innocent animals. He is a vegan and 

thinks humans have no reason to hurt or eat other ani-

mals. He also wishes to tell more people about this idea.

Neil

43 years old, photographer

Neil is a professional photographer for wild animals.

He has done this job for 15 years and loves it. His work 

demands that he go to different countries to take pictures. 

It was here that he saw some situations between humans 

and animals. He wants to use his photos to tell some 

stories about animals. He thinks humans, animals, and 

the environment connect like a big circle. Anything that 

happens in one part will impact another part.

Tina

17 years old, student

Tina is a senior high school student. She has a dog that 

has accompanied her for ten years. The dog is part of 

her family. Because of this dear family, she is interested 

in animals. She thinks most animals are cute, and she’s 

concerned about some animals’ issues as well.

In her free time, she sometimes goes window shopping 

with her friends. She loves the beautiful clothes in the win-

dows. She also subscribes to some fashion magazines, 

such as Bazaar Magazine.

Hedy

45 years old, pet shop staff

Hedy is a clerk at a pet store. She needs to take care of 

the animals in the pet store every day. She likes animals, 

but it isn’t fervent. Taking care of animals is her work. She 

doesn’t have any pets at home.
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Hsuan

25 years old, fashion design student

Hsuan has a fashion design background, so she’s aware 

of some situations in this field. She loves animals, espe-

cially birds. When she was an undergraduate student, she 

had seen the real white fox’s fur with its head in the fabric 

store. That was a little shocking for her, and so she now 

thinks real fur is unnecessary for fashion design.

Freda

28 years old, fashion blogger

Freda is a fashion blogger. She’s focused on new clothes, 

shoes, and bags for each season. She has a cat. On her 

blog, readers can see her outfits and cat pictures. She 

loves her cat, even though the cat’s hair always sticks to 

her clothes and she needs to spend a lot of time to clean 

off the cat’s hair. 

Ken

58 years old, retired person

Ken is retired. He lives in Canada. He needs to wear 

enough clothes to avoid frostbite. For this reason, he must 

choose clothes which are good at keeping him warm and 

are windproof and waterproof. In this town, the tempera-

tures average around -58 degrees Fahrenheit during the 

winter months. Everything freezes outside, so the function 

of clothes is important to Ken.

Jane

35 years old, fashion designer

Jane has been a fashion designer for eight years. She 

really cares about her work believes everything should be 

the best in her designs, such as fabrics, beads, and fur. 

Materials are important and may impact the effect of the 

designs, so she always chooses the best material for her 

works. Although some people say there is a lot of waste in 

fashion, Jane doesn’t care about that. Designing clothes 

is her work, and she is responsible for her work.
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Michele 
42 years old, a senior salesperson in the fashion industry

Michele is a senior salesperson at a big fashion firm. She 

has a high income to buy luxury garments, and that also 

shows her sense of fashion. 

When she talks to her clients for business, she always 

wears her company’s products to show her company’s 

design direction. 

Recently, she noticed some famous fashion brands 

announced their support of animal rights. She thought 

it was a sign to show a change of the trend in the fashion 

industry. Her clients also asked about animal-friendly 

products. She thinks she needs to know more about 

these kinds of products and materials.

Anne 
22 years old, a college student and a new media intern

Anne is a college student majoring in new media. She 

doesn’t know fashion deeply, even textiles. When she 

buys clothes, the key point for her is comfort in dressing. 

She has a part-time job at a new media company, and 

there is a co-worker who loves to wear a real fur vest. 

Because she is curious about the touch of real fur, Anne 

asked her coworker if she could touch the vest. That 

experience was interesting for Anne. She felt that it was 

soft, warm, and a little weird. 

One day, when she was on her way to school, she saw 

there was an activity about protecting fur-bearing ani-

mals on the street. At that moment, she felt nothing. 

She understands that real fur products are coming from 

living animals. She isn’t vegan and doesn’t know why 

people resist eating meat.

Final Personas/First Group

The first group target audience is women between 

30-70 years old, as they have good economic ability to 

buy luxury garments. This group of people might be 

fashion buyers or potential customers in the fur market. 

According to the real fur market research, this group 

of people also are the main target audience for the fur 

market. That is the reason to design the first persona. 

She is a woman between 30-70 years old, and she is a 

senior salesperson in the fashion industry. As a salesper-

son, she needs to be sensitive to any fashion information. 

When fur-free becomes a trend, she needs to know how 

to provide another option to her clients. The deliverables 

of this issue offer a good channel for her to get specific 

animal-friendly and eco-friendly product information.

Final Personas/Second Group

Based on the research, the second group will focus on 

people under 30 years old. These groups of people may 

be a student at college or may not have enough eco-

nomic ability to buy real fur products. The purpose of 

concentrating on this group is to educate them on why 

real fur products are not good, and ensure they do not 

buy real fur products in the future. The below persona fits 

this group. She is a college student. What information she 

gains will influence her future behavior. Someday, she 

might be a senior business person, and even have a high 

income to buy luxury garments, but she got animal rights 

information from this issue, and so she won’t pick any 

real fur products as a choice.
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News 

Nov.  16

User Journey/First Persona

According to Michele’s job and her behavior. I created 

this user journey to show how this project involves the 

target audience in the first group.

User Journey/Second Persona

The goal of this project is to impact the second group 

of people by educating them to understand why the fur 

industry is not good. This group of people may not know 

much about the fur-free issue. In this user journey, it will 

show how Anne starts to know the fur industry and the 

relationship between fashion and animals.

Michele Anne

Fashion  
Trade Show

Third-party 
Fashion Brands/

Retailers

ALIVE Booth

ALIVE Poster 
Series

ALIVE Co-brand 
Lookbook & ALIVE 

Magazine

ALIVE Official 
Website

ALIVE Official 
Website

ALIVE Brochure

School/
Friends/Family

ALIVE Trade 
Show App

/Because Michele’s work is about selling 

her company’s garments, she needs to go 

to different trade shows in different cities 

each season. 

/When she was in a fashion trade show in 

Los Angeles, she noticed there was a new 

booth she hadn’t seen before.

/The booth’s name is ALIVE, which is about 

promoting animal-friendly, eco-friendly and 

sustainable garments. They cooperated 

with some new brands which are producing 

animal-friendly textiles.

/She is interested in these new materials, 

and she grabbed a lookbook and magazine 

from the ALIVE booth.

/Michele has some clients interested in ani-

mal-friendly textiles and faux fur, and she 

shared her experience from the trade show. 

She also contacted the brands that ALIVE 

cooperated with to get more information.

/Michele followed ALIVE’s official website 

and downloaded their trade show app, so 

it’s easy for her to get the latest informa-

tion about ALIVE and what product will be 

displayed in the trade show next time.

/Anne always takes the bus to school.

/She noticed there was a new poster in 

the bus station. The image on the poster 

is a sick fox sitting in the corner. Because 

the next bus won’t arrive for 15 minutes, 

she starts to read the information on the 

poster to kill time.

/The information on the poster is about 

protecting fur-bearing animals. It mentions 

the fur industry is inhumane and the 

terrible environment might cause animals 

to develop mental problems. Anne didn’t 

know that before.

/Anne wanted to know more about the 

issue, so she used her phone to browse the 

ALIVE official website.

/On the ALIVE official website, it provides 

some reports that show the fur industry is 

not only cruel but also causes environmen-

tal and health problems.

/Anne subscribed to the newsletter on the 

ALIVE website, and she got a brochure.

/Anne shared this information with her 

friends and family.
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In this focus group, we discussed the fur-free issue in the 

beginning, and I gave participants a survey to determine 

how much they understand about this issue. I also 

informed them of the relationship between animals and 

humans, especially between the fur industry and the 

fashion industry. I also made some fur-bearing animal 

cards to show how many species are used for garments.

In the focus group, they told me they felt the fur industry 

was pretty inhumane after I provided this information. 

There was even one participant who has a fashion design 

background. She said she couldn’t Understand why 

humans wanted to kill animals to take their skin, and she 

also said she wouldn’t use any real fur or animal products 

for her design project.

#FocusGroup #FurBearingAnimals #FurFram  

#FashionIndustry

Focus Group & Discussion
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Survey & Questions

It’s a controversial issue to be fur-free. Some people 

don’t think fur-free is necessary because they think it 

doesn’t impact people’s life when fur-bearing animals are 

killed. Also, some people assume we must support fur-

free products and protect fur-bearing animals because 

the fur industry is inhumane. There are two really 

different angles. In this project, the purpose is informing 

people why the fur industry is not good, and figuring 

out how to promote this issue. This survey helped me to 

gather data and different insights.

Q1. Have you ever heard fur free issue?

Q2. What do you think about fur free?

Q3. Do you have any real fur products?

Q4. Why do you want to buy real fur products?

Q5. Do you support fur free? Why?

Q6. If you support this issue, will you tell your friend don’t buy real 

fur product? How? (If you said YES in question 5)

Q7. What is your opinion how to let people support this issue?

Q8. What kinds of person do you think that he/she will buy real fur 

product?

Q9. What animal do you know it’s for fur? (Ex. Fox, rabbit...)

Q10. What is your feeling when you see this fur coat?

Q11. What is your background? (Ex. Design, education...)

Q12. What is your gender?

Q13. How old are you?
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Hsuan Ling Tu (host)

Background 

Fashion Design 

Graphic Design

“I think real fur is not necessary, there 

are many alternative fur to choose.”

Jennicy

Background 

Fashion Merchandising

“So cruel!”

Rosie

Background 

Graphic Design 

Management

“I want to use real fur to keep warm!”

Ellie

Background 

Fashion Design

“People should give animals a good 

life!”

Ash

Background 

Graphic Design

“I think it is more interesting to 

observe animals than to kill them.”

Tong

Background 

UX Design

“These wild animals should live in wild 

environment without fears.”

Junwei Zhang

Background 

Animator

“The pattern on leopard cat is for 

surviving. Taking their fur is very 

cruel.”

Jhen Lin

Background 

Landscape Design

“God gave human beings a brain to 

think with, not to kill other species.”

Charlotte

Background 

Graphic Design

“I can’t imagine the process of how 

people would kill them and tear off 

their fur.”

Alice Tsai

Background 

Illustrator/Art Teacher

“I love nature and have always 

appreciated the stunning beauty of 

animals.”
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Event Recap

In this event, I discussed the current fur-free issue with 

my participants. They also provided me with their insights. 

Some of them agreed humans have no reason to hurt 

animals, and they thought the fur industry was cruel. 

There was also one participant who came with her fur 

vest and shared her opinion. She supported the use of fur 

because she thought fur was an efficient material to keep 

her warm. 

During the discussion, I asked them how to inform people 

who do not understand this issue more easily, and they 

said image is important. Bloody or cruel images will make 

people feel uncomfortable, and that wasn’t a good way to 

promote this issue.

I gathered their opinions, and these ideas helped me to 

move forward.
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There are three insights into this issue. The first one is that 

the fur industry is cruel and inhumane. The second insight 

is people use real fur to promote beauty in the fashion 

industry. The last one is that the fur industry causes 

pollution and the chemicals on the real fur products may 

lead to some potential health problems for humans, like 

cancer or eczema.

I’ll talk about my strategies to solve these problems in the 

following pages

# Cruel #Inhumane #PromoteBeauty #Pollutions 

#HealthProblems

The primary target audience includes women who are 
30-70 years old and have enough economic ability to 
buy real-fur garments. This group of people includes 
fashion buyers or potential consumers in the fur market. 
The secondary target audience includes people who 
are under 30 years old. With regard to education, the 
purpose is in ensuring this group doesn’t buy real-fur 
products in the future.

#Strategies

67
Three Insights 
#Cruel #Inhumane #PromoteBeauty  
#Pollutions #HealthProblems

74
Material Matrix 
#Connection #Strategies #Deliverables

Three Insights
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Gross violations of animal rights.

Provide the information of how the 
fur industry is inhumane. Increase 
people’s awareness of animal 
welfare. The most important aspect 
here is to make people feel animals 
also have feelings and lives. 
(The target audience focuses on 
buyers who are between 30–70 
years old.) 

• Part of Exhibition App 

Educate people to understand 
how inhumane the fur industry is.

• Part of Exhibition  
(Trade Show) 

Include environment design and 
staff name tags.

• LookBook (co-branding) 

Focus on specific brands which 
produce sustainable faux fur.

1
Insight

Strategies

Deliverables
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The fashion industry uses fur to 
promote beauty.

Provide information about other 
options for products which are 
cruelty-free and sustainable for 
people to know and buy.  
(The target audience focuses on 
women who are consumers. The 
first group of the project’s target 
audience.)

• Magazine 

Collect information to show  
the trend of fashionable and 
cruelty-free products.

• Part of Exhibition App 

Provide actual sustainable 
products information for users.

• Part of Exhibition  
(Trade Show) 

Include window design.

2
Insight

Strategies

Deliverables
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The fur industry’s use of toxic 
chemicals jeopardizes human 
health and the environment.

Provide information about how the 
fur industry is not only inhumane 
but also bad for the environment 
and human health.  
(The target audience would include 
both groups.)

• ALIVE Poster Series 

Promotional posters about the 
fur-free issue.

• ALIVE Brochure 

Includes data about environmen-
tal issues and an introduction to 
ALIVE.

• ALIVE Official Website 
Show the report about the 
environmental problems of the 
fur industry, as well as the 
information about ALIVE.

3
Insight

Strategies

Deliverables
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Nov.  16
News 

ALIVE Official Website

ALIVE BrochureLookBook

Exhibition App ALIVE Poster Series

Exhibition

Magazine
This material matrix shows the connection between each 
deliverables.

#Connection #Strategies #Deliverables

Material Matrix
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This chapter shows how I developed this project. In this 

process, I faced many problems, like color, image style, 

design consistency, and the message being portrayed. 

During this process, I received some opinions from user 

testing and interviews. Some opinions gave me good 

direction, but some didn’t. All this hard work was reflected 

in the spirit of this project—to inform people about the fur 

industry’s cruelty, inhumanity, and creation of pollution 

and health problems. To avoid these problems, this 

project also provides alternative options for them to 

choose fur-free, animal-friendly, eco-friendly and 

sustainable products.

All work in this chapter is the initial versions, and the final 

version will be displayed in the next chapter.

#Moodboard #Logo #Wordmark #ExhibitionApp 

#Exhibition #Lookbook #Magazine #Posters 

#Brochure #Website #Interview

Moodboard

From beginning to end, the design moodboard had many 

versions. During this process, the design style becomes 

more specific and the message I want to convey becomes 

more clear.

In my final decision, I chose to use a key element in the 

“hashtag” as one of my design components. The reason  

I used the hashtag is because it’s always used on fashion 

bloggers’ posts on Instagram, and it can help readers 

notice the main concept of the topic. 

The final photo style also became more direct. In order to 

avoid noises, I thought it was unnecessary to over-design 

the photos. It was important to keep the image clean and 

specific to help people understand this issue more easily. 

The goal of these design elements is conveying the 

message of fur-free fashion.

#Development

77
Process 
#Moodboard #Logo #Wordmark #ExhibitionApp 
#Exhibition #Lookbook #Magazine #Posters  
#Brochure #Website #Interview

Process
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Initial Moodboard/Version 01 Initial Moodboard/Version 02
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Moodboard/Final Version
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ALIVE Logo & Wordmark

I spent three semesters developing and exploring the 

logo and name. In the beginning, I tried to name this 

brand as something related to animals that can be easy 

for people to associate with animals, but I noticed it was 

hard to name it really specifically. That’s why I decided 

to use ALIVE as the brand name. This name has two 

meanings: The first meaning is direct, which means 

keeping these fur-bearing animals alive. It’s unnecessary 

to kill them for fashion. Another meaning is “Animals 

Living In Violence-free Environments.” I used the first 

letter from this slogan as an acronym to show “ALIVE.”

For the logo, I tried to use animals’ shapes to represent 

animal rights, but there is a problem. It’s hard to control 

the balance of feelings between fashion and animals. 

Some of them looked cheap. After lots of exploration,  

I decided to use a wordmark to symbolize the ALIVE brand. 

The unique typeface conveys the fashionable feeling, and 

the dot is the key element in the visual system that means 

“point out the problems.” This is the concept behind the 

ALIVE wordmark design.
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PAW

PAW
Protect Animal Welfare

PAW

PAWPAW

PAW PAW PAWPAW

PAWPAWPAW PAW

Protect
Anima l
Welfa re

Protect
Animal
Welfare

Protect
Animal
Welfare

PAW

Initial Logo/Exploration 01

The brand name in this step was PAW. I tried to use this name to 

symbolize fur-bearing animals. It also had another meaning, 

which is “Protect Animals’ Welfare.” The reason why I didn’t use 

this name is because it’s too “animal.” In this project, fashion is 

an important part as well, and this name makes it hard to convey 

this idea.
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a + + =

Initial Logo/Exploration 02

In this step, it was close to what I wanted. However, when I did the 

user testing and asked people’s opinions about this logo, they 

gave me feedback about how they thought this logo didn’t show 

fashion and it was hard to understand the shape was a fox if I 

didn’t explain it. Because of this, I kept refining the logo.
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Initial Wordmark/Exploration 03 Wordmark/Final

This final version symbolizes the connection between fashion and 

animals. This unique typeface, Argo, shows the fashionable feeling 

perfectly. The dot and the line are important elements as well. 

They represent that we must “point out” the problems in the 

fashion industry. 
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ALIVE Color System

Wordmark on The Background

PANTONE 

1655 C

RGB 252  76  2 

CMYK 0 85  100 0

PANTONE 

20-0195 TPM

RGB 22  21  29 

CMYK 0 0 0 100

PANTONE 

423 XGC

RGB 136 139 137 

CMYK 0 0 0 50

PANTONE  

P 75-1 U

RGB 252 246 245 

CMYK 0 0 0 10

ALIVE Title Typeface

AaBbCc0123
Baskerville Display PT Regular

AaBbCc0123
Baskerville Display PT Italic

AaBbCc0123
Baskerville Display PT Bold

ALIVE Body Copy Typeface

AaBbCc0123
Benton Sans Light

AaBbCc0123
Benton Sans Regular

AaBbCc0123
Benton Sans Book

AaBbCc0123
Benton Sans Medium

AaBbCc0123
Benton Sans Bold

The Branding Guidelines

Graphic Elements

Strips Line+Dots
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Animals Living In 
Violence-free Environments

Wordmark Versions

The size of this logo depends on different situations and 

different places. This wordmark has a slogan design,  

and this type of wordmark only fits in a larger version.

Incorrect Uses

The ALIVE’s logo cannot be altered and redrawn, such 

as changing the iconic logo’s angle or colors. There are 

some incorrect examples below this page.

Larger than 1.0 inch

0.5 inch

0.25 inch

Minimum

Do not change the color to the dot

Do not change the kearning

Do not change the color to letters Do not change the font to letters Do not change the lines to letters

Do not use stroke to the wordmark

Do not use distort the wordmark

Do not remove the dot

Do not change the font
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Exhibition App

I made two big changes to my exhibition app design. The 

first change was the color system and design style. In this 

step, I kept the features connected to famous fur-free 

brands, and the bonus system in this version was moved 

forward to the next exploration. However, in the second 

version, the information about fur-free companies was not 

clear enough. It just looked like I was promoting fashion or 

fur if people didn’t read the description. That was the 

reason why I made a big change to the final version. In 

addition, I also changed my strategies a little bit. 

For the final version, the function and concept concentrated 

on fur-free, animal-friendly, eco-friendly, and sustainable 

products, giving users enough information about the issues 

in the fur industry. The cooperating brands also changed to 

the brands that really match the concept of this project, 

and it becomes an app for trade shows.
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Protect Animal Welfare

Sign In

User Name

Password

Don’t have an account? Sign up here.

Go

Skip

Sign in with Facebook

Sign in with Google+

Sign Up

First Name*

User Name*

E-mail*

Last Name*

Password*

Password Confirmation*

Submit

25 June 2018
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Initial Exhibition App Design/User Testing 01 
This user testing was for the first version of the app. All 

the users were over 30 years old, and there was a sug-

gestion. One of the testers said she felt the fur-free brand 

page was unnecessary because it looked like other apps, 

and it didn’t show my concept. She pointed out an import-

ant blind point that pushed me to fix it and move forward 

to the next version.
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Initial Exhibition App Design/Exploration 02
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Exhibition

Just like the exhibition app, the initial version for this 

deliverable was designed for display in the museum. I set 

the location in the California Academy of Sciences. I 

thought this project was about protecting fur-bearing 

animals, so the museum was a suitable place to inform 

people. However, I forgot the visitors in the museum 

didn’t match the target audience of this project, and the 

image’s message was easy to get misunderstood. 

The image in this version is too beautiful to truly convey 

the inhumane facts of the fur industry. It’s hard to tell 

people the correct information at first sight. This is the 

reason why I made a big change to the final version.
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Lookbook

The feature in this version has coupons at the end of the 

book. When I was doing this version, I thought the bonus 

was a good way to promote fur-free products, but I didn’t 

notice the brands I chose produced some garments not 

made of sustainable materials, like polyester. I fixed this 

problem in the final version, and I also removed the 

coupon page because it didn’t help people understand 

the alternative products.
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Subtle and Statement 
The suit is a wardrobe classic (the seasonal appearance of Le Smoking at Saint 
Laurent is testament to that). It’s evergreen. In this case, literally, with SS19’s new 
take on the style. This is the season of Starburst suiting that runs the gamut in  
terms of color and cut.

Skirts, shorts, trousers and jackets come in bold, bright shades that can pack  
a punch as a full look, as they were at Chanel and Gucci, or be mixed up with softer 
hues and dressed down with denim, as they were at Victoria Beckham and Giuliva 
Heritage Collection.

The Look 

With bold, bright shades, as well as pastels. Blazers are single-breasted, dou-
ble-breasted, asymmetric-knot-fastened, and the lower half is either relaxed or 
fitted. Whatever the shape, it’s all about color.
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Animal Print 
Animal prints are a tried-and-true favorite 
among style stars from all decades. Snakeskin 
has gained steam over the past few months 

—so much so that it’s become a bona fide trend. 

Mixed Florals 
Playful and flirty dresses with multiple  
floral patterns afforded the springtime trend 
some depth. 
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RIBBED KNIT TOP

$39.90

Fabric 

61% acrylic, 24% lyocell, 15% linen

Product Details 
Sleeveless round neck knit top. Ribbed trim.
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FLORAL AND TIGER PRINT SILK SHIRT

$1,350.00

100% silk 
Buttons: mother-of-pearl 
Point collar 
Specialist dry clean 
Made in Italy

Product Details 
A silk shirt panelled in tiger print and saturated 
floral prints, highlighted with gold-tone buttons.
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PYTHON PRINT LEATHER DRESS

$3,800.00

/Yellow python print leather

/Structured shape

/Thin straps

/Self-tie back

/Made in Italy

/The model is 5’7” and is wearing size 40 (IT)

Product Details 
Unconventional interpretations of patterns that 
can be found in nature continue to highlight the 
latest Gucci collections. This leather dress is 
printed with the scales of a python to give it a 
textured feel with a glossy finish.
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LEOPARD PRINT WOOL DRESS

$4,500.00

/Leopard print wool blend

/Black contrast trim with satin decorative detail

/Unlined

/Retro Interlocking G buttons

/Front darts

/High neck

/Puff sleeves

/Back zip closure

/Hits at the calf

/59% wool and 41% polyamide

/Made in Italy

/The model is 5’8” and is wearing size 40 (IT)

Product Details 
Dating back to the 18th century, the historical 
leopard print has remained a classic pattern that 
is continually reinvented. For Spring Summer 
2019, Gucci reimagines the animal motif, tai-
loring it into a mix of daywear styles. This wool 
dress is finished with contrast trim with decora-
tive detail and retro Interlocking G buttons.
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OVERSIZE FAUX FUR COAT

$7,500.00

/Silk jacquard lining

/Pink faux fur

/Fur hook closure

/Oversize fit

/55% acetate, 37% acrylic and 8% polyester

/Made in Italy

/The model is 5’8” and is wearing size 44 (IT)

Product Details 
Outerwear continues to define the Gucci narrative 
in unexpected silhouettes that push the stan-
dards in layered dressing. This oversize faux fur 
coat was presented on the Spring Summer 2019 
runway and speaks to the influence behind the 
location of the show. The Théâtre Le Palace in 
Paris was originally constructed in the 17th cen-
tury as a music and dance hall and later evolved 
into a club in the ’70s. 
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Luxury fashion brands 
/Armani /Bottega Veneta /Burberry /Calvin Klein /Gucci /Hugo Boss  
/Kate Spade /Lacoste /Maggie Marilyn /Ralph Lauren /Stella McCartney  
/Tommy Hilfiger /Vivenne Westwood

High-street brands 

/Banana Republic /Esprit /Forever 21 /GAP /H&M /Jigsaw /Nine West 
/Topshop /Urban Outfters /Zara

Fashion retailers 

/ASOS /David Jones /Mr Porter /Myer /Net-a-Porter /Selfridges  
/The Iconic /The Outnet /Yoox

Australian fashion brands 

/Aje. /Aurelio Costarella /bassike /camilla and marc /Collette Dinnigan /Karla 
Špetić/Jenny Kee /Thurley /Tigerlily /Unreal Fur /Wayne Cooper /We Are Kindred 
/Yousef Akbar /Zhivago

Other fashion brands 

/Abercrombie & Fitch /Converse /David Lawrence /Diesel /Guess /Juicy Couture  
/Levi’s /Lululemon Athletica /Marcs /Nike /Patagonia /Superdry /The North Face 
/Vans /Victoria’s Secret /Wrangler
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Your Purchase of $5000 or More 

in the fur-free brands*

Valid June 14 through July 19 
In Stores & Online

$500 Off

Your Purchase of $1000 or More 

in the fur-free brands*

Valid June 14 through July 19 
In Stores & Online

$100 Off

Your Purchase of $500 or More 

in the fur-free brands*

Valid June 14 through July 19 
In Stores & Online

$50 Off

Your Purchase of $3000 or More 

in the fur-free brands*

Valid June 14 through July 19 
In Stores & Online

$300 Off

Your Purchase of $700 or More 

in the fur-free brands*

Valid June 14 through July 19 
In Stores & Online

$70 Off

Your Purchase of $300 or More 

in the fur-free brands*

Valid June 14 through July 19 
In Stores & Online

$30 Off
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Magazine

This magazine didn’t change a lot for the final version. 

The biggest thing I changed was the cover. I replaced the 

image to a specific product that would be easy for 

readers to understand what this magazine is about. I also 

changed some low res photos to high res. 

I’ll introduce more details about this magazine in the 

next chapter.
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Posters

The concept in this version shows the relationship 

between animals and humans. I tried to use bars to 

symbolize cages and crossed lines to represent health, 

but I noticed it was too subtle. If I didn’t explain this 

design, it was hard for viewers to understand. Based on 

this reason, I changed the way I showed the image, so 

the message became more direct in the final version. 

People would be able to get the core idea that the fur 

garments are outmoded.
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Brochure

This version of the brochure also has an image message 

problem. The cover looks like a naked woman needs fur 

to cover her, and as such, this information seems like it’s 

promoting real fur. The content inside also didn’t provide 

enough information about why the fur industry is not 

good. My refined direction is changing the cover image 

to an obvious one, like a photo that shows pollution, and 

providing more data about the situation regarding the 

fur industry.
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New 
Ways to 
Protect 
Animals

TIMBER WOLF

The North American  
Timber Wolf, also known as 
the Canadian or Arctic  
Wolf, has durable fur varying 
in color from almost white 
to black, but usually yellow 
to brownish gray. 

A full-furred specimen  
from northern regions will  
have bluish gray under-wool 
and fine, black, flowing  
top hair. The fur is used 
natural, bleached or dyed in 
coats, jackets and trimming.

Information about fur
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Alive is an international organization which was 
founded in San Francisco in 2019, and supports fur-free 
fashion. We focuses on reducing suffering of  
fur-bearing animals in wild trapping and garment 
industry, and we want to inform people to  
understand why they shouldn’t use real-fur products. 

Alive want to use fashionable and elegant visual  
language and feeling to engage people to understand 
this animal issue. Our members included designers, 
vets, volunteers, and animal lovers. 

Provide a violence-free  
environment to reduce animal’s 
suffering by promote  
fashionable fur alternatives.
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We have varied activities for people to understand 
why we should protect these animals, like lynxes. Each 
month, we have different topic of lectures which are 
spoken by famous people or the manager of animal 
protection organizations. 

In lectures, we’ll provide the latest reports for audi-
ences to know what the facts and situations are. In 
addition, we also have some activities for children to 
get closer to the animals. It’s a good opportunity for 
children to learn about animal right.
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This app is functional for the 
exhibition. It includes tracking 
feature to guide users in the 
exhibition, and users also can 
collect digital stickers when 
they check in their tickets. 
Collect enough stickers to trade  
fur-free brand’s coupon is a 
great benefit for our users.

Download Now

In this exhibition, a special feature is 4-D projection. 
Visitors will see vivid animals who will guide them 
through the exhibition. 

Visitors will be able to see the real-fur coats which 
donated by people in the local community.

Date 
19th Oct 2019–20th Jul 2020

Location 
California Academy of Sciences 
55 Music Concourse Dr, San Francisco

More Information: 
www.furfree-alive.com

Another Side of Beauty App
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Alive magazine is a quarterly green lifestyle magazine. 
Each issue includes four sections: news, interviews, 
lifestyle, and current issue about fur-free fashion. 
Reader’s can get animal-friendly and stylish informa-
tion from our magazine. In each issue, we also attach a 
fur-free or animal-friendly brands’ collection lookbook 
when readers buy our magazine.

More information: 
www.furfree-alive.com
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alive 14 New Ways To Protect These Animals!15

We provide services for people to get advice when they 
meet hurt wild animals, like birds, raccoons, or deers. 
It’s a rare situation in people’s life, so people may not 
know how to help these animals.

If you met a hurt animal in front your house or on the 
street, we have a professional team to help you to do 
emergency procedures. We also have our own shelters 
in your neighbored location.

In our shelters, our volunteers organized several 
groups for animal loves to discuss their opinions, like 
how to help animals much effectively. If you are inter-
ested in these groups, welcome to join us!

In our website, there is a forum for visitors, animal 
lovers, and our volunteers to discuss. You also can 
give your suggestions for us in this forum. If you are 
a designer, you can share your works which relate to 
animals in your post as well.

Emergency Service for Injured Wild Animals

Animal Discussion Groups

Alive Forum
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There are more than 5,000 volunteers in alive. These 
animal-lovers help alive’s campaign to be effective and 
successful. Their passion help animals have better  
lives and environment. 

More Information: 
www.furfree-alive.com

If you decide to be the shelter volunteer, you will help 
us take care these hurt animals. The work includes: 
feeding them on time, checking the cage’s temperature, 
and taking them to our vet to examine. 

Step 1 
Register for a New Volunteer Orientation Training.  
Call 513-328-5831 or  
Email furfree-alive@alive.com. 
Each orientation session is approximately 90 minutes.

Step 2 
Train with Alive staff and volunteer mentors to work 
with the group that you chose, or other projects, like 
advertisments or photography of our campaign.

The work of lecture volunteer is to help visitors  
check in and give them the handout of the lecture.  
We have several lectures each month.

Shelter Volunteer

Steps to Volunteer

Lecture Volunteer

V
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Animals Living In Violence-free Environment

TIMBER WOLF

The North American  
Timber Wolf, also known as 
the Canadian or Arctic  
Wolf, has durable fur varying 
in color from almost white 
to black, but usually yellow 
to brownish gray. 

A full-furred specimen  
from northern regions will  
have bluish gray under-wool 
and fine, black, flowing  
top hair. The fur is used 
natural, bleached or dyed in 
coats, jackets and trimming.

Information about fur
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Website

The only problem in this version was the design was not 

consistent after I refined other deliverables. To move to 

the final version, I fixed the initial graphic elements to new 

elements—a dot and a line. I also added more information 

about the facts of the fur industry.

The functions on this website include browsing reports 

(inhumane facts, impactive pollution, and potential health 

problems in the fur industry), fur-free news, trade shows 

information, downloading the trade show app, and 

subscribing to magazines and newsletters.
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Interviews

To involve people in this project, I participated in two 

events which are an eco-fashion show and a lecture. 

During these events, I talked to other people about the 

impacts between the fashion industry, the environment, 

and humans. Some of them didn’t say anything, but 

some of them thought we needed to face these prob-

lems seriously. They also mentioned the waste in the 

fashion industry.

Because my project is about fur-free fashion, I started to 

ask them about this issue. All of them had heard of this 

issue before, but they didn’t know about this issue deeply. 

Based on this reason, I started to explain my research 

about the fur industry (inhumane process, potential 

problems to the environment), and they seemed shocked. 

While I was talking, there was one woman who said she 

may consider switching, but it was hard for her because 

she loved fur, especially the touch of real fur. I showed her 

the magazine and lookbook I had designed, and I asked 

her, “This magazine and lookbook can show you more 

options, like vegan leather, or plant-based fur. Would you 

change your mind?” She said “maybe.” She didn’t think 

plant-based fur could be as comforting as real fur, but if 

the plant-based fur could replicate the touch of real fur, 

she might choose this kind of animal-friendly product.
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ECO Fashion Week  
SF presents Sustainable Fashion Showcase

In recent years, the fashion industry has been making an 

effort to become more sustainable. 

ECO Fashion Week | San Francisco will provide inspiration 

to reduce fashion waste integrating ethics and sustain-

ability in clothes. This sustainable fashion themed runway 

show is one of the week long events featuring talks and 

workshops that share inspiration for a re-style, re-use and 

re-pair approach to clothing.

ECO Fashion Week SF 
Fashion’s Environmental Impact on Climate Change

Climate change will affect how manufacturers operate in 

the future. With climate change taking a toll on the 

environment, more brands and individuals will be faced 

with severe environmental issues. How will this change 

the way we manufacture apparel? Can we make clothes 

more sustainably? How will floods, fires, and other 

natural disasters affect consumers and manufacturers?

While our passion for fashion is at least part of the problem, 

experts say the industry itself needs to be smarter with 

production to lessen environmental damage.

Interview with Emily M. Olson

After the lecture, I talked to one of the speakers—Emily M. 

Olson. I showed her my magazine and the concept. We 

discussed “if there is a magazine that only contained 

animal-friendly, eco-friendly, and sustainable information 

and products, would it be good to promote alternative 

products and support new brands that produce this kind 

of product?” And she told me, “That would be a good 

idea.” We mentioned how these new brands that produce 

eco-friendly garments need more opportunities to 

expose their products.
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In this chapter, all deliverables are the final version. 

Based on my research and strategies, the purpose of 

these deliverables is providing people information and 

more options if they need to buy animal-friendly,  

eco-friendly, and sustainable garments. These solutions 

may not change the world immediately, but it’s a process. 

As more and more information is released, my target 

audience would be able to know how cruel and inhumane 

the fur industry is, and they have other choices to look 

fashionable instead of hurting animals.

#FinalDeliveralbes #FurFreeFashion #ExhibitionApp 

#Exhibition #Lookbook #Magazine #Posters 

#Brochure #Website

#Deliverables
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Final Deliverables 
#FinalDeliverables #FurFreeFashion #ExhibitionApp 
#Exhibition #Lookbook #Magazine #Posters  
#Brochure #Website

Final Deliverables
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The goal of this magazine is to provide a channel for fashion lovers 

to know the latest animal-friendly information and products in the 

fashion industry. The content includes fashion news, interviews 

with the giants in the fashion industry, animal-friendly and 

sustainable lifestyles, and other features. In the issue that I 

designed, the feature story is vegan fashion. This points out some 

fashion brands that used vegan material. It’s an amazing topic for 

vegans or someone who doesn’t know how to support animal 

rights in fashion. 

According to the event interview, I asked one of the speakers and 

she said this magazine was a good idea to let people know more 

about these brands which may not be famous but produced good, 

animal-friendly, eco-friendly, and sustainable products.

The name of this magazine is “ALIVE.” It follows the name of the 

project, and it also means if people could choose the products 

mentioned in this magazine, these poor animals would be alive, 

instead of being killed for fashion.
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